MiCA: An extended tool for microarray gene expression analysis.
Gene expression microarrays capture a complete image of all the transcriptional activity in a biological sample. Microarrays produce a large amount of data, which becomes a challenge when it comes to exploring and interpreting using modern computational and statistical tools. We propose the Microarray Analysis (MiCA) tool that outperforms other similar tools both in terms of ease of use and statistical features requiring minimal input to conduct an analysis. MiCA is an integrated, interactive, and streamlined desktop software for the analysis of microarray gene expression data. MiCA consists of a complete microarray analysis pipeline including but not limited to fetching data directly from GEO, normalization, interactive quality control, batch-effect correction, regression analysis, surrogate variable analysis and functional annotation methods such as GSVA using known existing R packages. We compare the features offered by MiCA and other similar tools while performing differential expression analysis using previously published datasets. MiCA offers additional statistical and visualization methods to conduct a microarray data analysis compared to other available microarray analysis tools. MiCA minimizes the need for technical knowledge by providing a very intuitive and versatile interface that integrates all necessary tasks and features required for basic microarray data analysis. We analyzed multiple published datasets and showed that the features offered by MiCA not only simplify the analysis pipeline but also provide additional interpretation to the data.